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We present a plane-wave implementation of the G0W0 approximation within the projector augmented wave
method code GPAW. The computed band gaps of ten bulk semiconductors and insulators deviate on average
by 0.2 eV (∼5%) from the experimental values, the only exception being ZnO where the calculated band
gap is around 1 eV too low. Similar relative deviations are found for the ionization potentials of a test set of
32 small molecules. The importance of substrate screening for a correct description of quasiparticle energies
and Fermi velocities in supported two-dimensional (2D) materials is illustrated by the case of graphene/h-BN
interfaces. Due to the long-range Coulomb interaction between periodically repeated images, the use of a truncated
interaction is found to be essential for obtaining converged results for 2D materials. For all systems studied, a
plasmon-pole approximation is found to reproduce the full frequency results to within 0.2 eV with a significant
gain in computational speed. Throughout, we compare the G0W0 results with different exact exchange-based
approximations. For completeness, we provide a mathematically rigorous and physically transparent introduction
to the notion of quasiparticle states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For several decades, density functional theory (DFT)1,2 has
been the method of choice for electronic structure calculations
due to its unique compromise between accuracy and efficiency.
Large efforts have been made to develop better exchange-
correlation (xc) functionals continuously pushing the quality
of total energy calculations towards the limit of chemical ac-
curacy. However, it is well known that the Kohn-Sham single-
particle energies do not correspond to physical excitation
energies, and in fact the widely used semilocal xc potentials
significantly underestimate quasiparticle (QP) energy gaps.3,4

For molecules and insulators better results can be obtained by
replacing a fraction of the local exchange potential with the
nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange potential, as in the hybrid
functionals. In the range-separated hybrids, the nonlocal
exchange is used only for the short-range part of the potential.
This improves the quality of semiconductor band structures
and leads to faster convergence with k-point sampling,
albeit at the cost of introducing an empirical cutoff radius.
Still, the (range-separated) hybrids tend to underestimate
the role of exchange in systems with weak screening, such
as low-dimensional structures, and fail to account correctly
for the spatial variation in the screening at metal-insulator
interfaces (see below).

Many-body perturbation theory, on the other hand, offers a
powerful and rigorous framework for the calculation of quasi-
particle (QP) excitations. The key quantity is the electronic
self-energy which is an energy-dependent and spatially nonlo-
cal analogous of the xc potential of DFT. The self-energy can
be systematically approximated by summing certain classes of
perturbation terms to infinite order in the Coulomb interaction.
The GW approximation5 is the simplest approximation of
this kind where the self-energy, �, is expanded to first order
in the screened interaction. Symbolically it takes the form
�xc = iGW , where G is the Green’s function and W = ε−1V ,

is the screened interaction. Comparing the GW self-energy to
the exchange potential, which can be written as Vx = iGV ,
we see that the GW self-energy is essentially a dynamically
screened version of the exchange potential.

Apart from screening the static exchange potential, the
replacement of the bare Coulomb interaction by the dynami-
cally screened potential introduces correlation effects, which
accounts for the interaction of an electron (or a hole) with
the polarization charge that it induces in the medium. This is
a highly nonlocal effect that becomes particularly evident at
metal/insulator interfaces such as a molecule on a metal surface
or the graphene/h-BN interfaces studied in the present work.
For these systems, the correlation takes the form of an image
charge effect that reduces the energy gap of the molecule or
insulator by up to several electron volts.6–11

The GW approximation has been applied with great
success to a broad class of materials ranging from bulk
insulators, semiconductors, and metals to low-dimensional
systems such as nanoclusters, surfaces and molecules (see,
e.g., the reviews of Refs. 12–14). Beyond the calculation of
QP energies, the GW method also serves as starting point
for the calculation of optical spectra from the Bethe-Salpeter
equation (BSE)15–18 and for quantitatively accurate modeling
of electron transport at metal-molecule interfaces where the
alignment of the molecular energy levels with the metal Fermi
level is particularly important.19–23

In principle, the GW self-energy should be evaluated
self-consistently. However, due to the computational demands
of such an approach, nonselfconsistent (G0W0) calculations
with the initial G0 obtained from the local density approxi-
mation (LDA) or similar, have traditionally been preferred.24

Recently, fully self-consistent GW calculations have been
performed for molecular systems yielding energies for the
highest occupied orbitals with an absolute deviation from
experiments of around 0.5 eV.25,26 In comparison, the standard
G0W0@LDA approach was found to yield slightly lower
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accuracy, while better results were achieved when starting
from Hartree-Fock or hybrid calculations.25–28 For solids,
earlier studies yielded contradictory conclusions regarding
the accuracy of self-consistent versus nonselfconsistent GW
calculations. More recently, the quasiparticle self-consistent
GW method, in which the self-energy is evaluated with a
self-consistently determined single-particle Hamiltonian, has
been shown to yield excellent results for solids.29–32

On the practical side, any implementation of the GW
approximation has to deal with similar numerical challenges.
In addition to the already mentioned G0W0 approximation,
it is common practice to evaluate the QP energies using
first-order perturbation theory starting from the Kohn-Sham
eigenvalues thereby avoiding the calculation of off-diagonal
matrix elements of the self-energy. This approach is based
on the assumption that the QP wave functions are similar
to the Kohn-Sham wave functions. As recently shown for a
metal-molecule interface this is sometimes far from being the
case.33 Another common simplification is the use of a plasmon
pole approximation (PPA) for the dielectric function. The PPA
leads to a considerable gain in efficiency by removing the need
for evaluating the dielectric function at all frequency points and
allowing the frequency convolution of G and W in the GW
self-energy to be carried out analytically. In his original paper,
Hedin introduced a static Coulomb hole and screened ex-
change (COHSEX) approximation to the full GW self-energy.
The COHSEX approximation is computationally efficient and
clearly illustrates the physics described by the GW approxima-
tion. However, its validity is limited to rather special cases and
it should generally not be used for quantitative calculations.

In this paper we document the implementation of the
G0W0 method in the GPAW open source electronic struc-
ture code.34 GPAW is based on the projector augmented wave
(PAW) method35,36 and supports both real space grid and plane
wave representation for high accuracy as well as numerical
atomic orbitals (LCAO) for high efficiency. The G0W0

implementation is based on plane waves. The implementation
supports both full frequency dependence (along the real
axis) as well as the plasmon-pole approximation of Godby
and Needs.37 For low-dimensional systems, in particular
two-dimensional (2D) systems, a truncated Coulomb
interaction should be used to avoid the long-range interactions
between periodically repeated unit cells. For both solids,
molecules and 2D systems, we find that the PPA gives excellent
results with significant reduction of the computational efforts.
In contrast, the static COHSEX and the PBE0 hybrid yield
unsatisfactory results. An interesting alternative to GW is
offered by the local, orbital dependent potential of Gritsenko,
Leeuwen, Lenthe, and Baerends with the modifications from
Kuisma (GLLBSC), which explicitly adds the derivative
discontinuity to the Kohn-Sham energy gap.38 The GLLBSC
band gaps for solids are found to lie on average within 0.4 eV
of the G0W0 values but give similar accuracy when compared
to experimental data. The GLLBSC ionization potentials of
molecules are in average 1.5 eV below the G0W0 values.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II gives a gen-
eral introduction to the theory of quasiparticle states. In
Sec. III, we briefly review the central equations of the G0W0

method in a plane-wave basis and discuss some details
of our implementation. In Sec. IV, we present results for

bulk semiconductors, insulators and metals, comparing with
experiments and previous calculations. The application to 2D
systems is illustrated in Sec. V by the example of graphene
on hexagonal boron nitride and the importance of screening
effects on the QP energies is discussed. Finally, we test the
implementation on finite systems by calculating the ionization
potential of a set of 32 small molecules in Sec. VI.

II. QUASIPARTICLE THEORY

Quasiparticle states provide a rigorous generalization of
the concept of single-particle orbitals to interacting electron
systems. In this section we provide a compact, self-contained
introduction to the general theory of quasiparticle states with
a combined focus on physical interpretation and mathematical
rigor. This presentation is completely formal; in particular
we shall not discuss the physics and computation of specific
self-energy approximations. Our presentation is thus comple-
mentary to most other papers on the GW method which tend
to focus on the theory and derivation of the GW self-energy
within the framework of many-body Green’s function theory.
To avoid inessential mathematical complications, we shall
make the assumption that the system under consideration is
finite and the relevant excitations are discrete.

A. Definition of QP energies and wave functions

We denote the N -particle many-body eigenstates and
energies by |�N

i 〉 and EN
i , respectively. The occupied and

unoccupied QP orbitals are denoted |ψQP
i− 〉 and |ψQP

i+ 〉, respec-
tively. These belong to the single-particle Hilbert space and
are defined as:

ψ
QP
i− (r)∗ = 〈

�N−1
i

∣∣�̂(r)
∣∣�N

0

〉
(1)

ψ
QP
i+ (r) = 〈

�N+1
i

∣∣�̂†(r)
∣∣�N

0

〉
, (2)

where �̂(r) and �̂†(r) are the field operators annihilating and
creating an electron at point r, respectively. The QP wave
functions defined above are also sometimes referred to as
Lehman amplitudes or Dyson orbitals.

The corresponding QP energies are defined by

ε
QP
i− = EN

0 − EN−1
i (3)

ε
QP
i+ = EN+1

i − EN
0 . (4)

They represent the excitation energies of the (N ± 1)-particle
system relative to EN

0 and thus correspond to electron addition
and removal energies. It is clear that ε

QP
i+ > μ while ε

QP
i− � μ

where μ is the chemical potential. Having noted this, we can in
fact drop the +/− subscripts on the QP states and energies. We
shall do that in most of the following to simplify the notation.

The fundamental energy gap is defined as

Egap = ε
QP
0+ − ε

QP
0− (5)

= EN+1
0 + EN−1

0 − 2EN
0 . (6)
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We note that Egap can also be expressed within the framework
of Kohn-Sham (KS) theory as

Egap = εKS
N+1 − εKS

N + �xc, (7)

where εKS
n are the (exact) Kohn-Sham energies and �xc is the

derivative discontinuity.39

B. Interpretation of QP wave functions

Since the many-body eigenstates of an interacting electron
system are not Slater determinants, the notion of single-particle
orbitals is not well defined a priori. For weakly correlated
systems we can, however, expect that the single-particle picture
applies to a good approximation. To make this precise we
ask to what extent the state |�N+1

i 〉 can be regarded as a
single-particle excitation from the ground state, i.e., to what
extent it can be written on the form c

†
φ|�N

0 〉 when φ is chosen in
an optimal way. It turns out that the optimal φ is exactly the QP
orbital. This statement follows simply from the observation80

〈
φ
∣∣ψQP

i+
〉 = 〈

�N+1
i

∣∣ĉ†φ∣∣�N
0

〉
, (8)

for any orbital φ. Similarly, |ψ−
i 〉 is the orbital that makes

ĉφ|�N
0 〉 the best approximation to the excited state |�N−1

i 〉.
Consequently, the QP wave function ψ

QP
i± is the single-particle

orbital that best describes the state of the extra electron/hole
in the excited state |�N±1

i 〉.
From Eq. (8) it follows that the norm of a QP orbital is a

measure of how well the true excitation can be described as a
single-particle excitation. Precisely,

∥∥ψ
QP
i+

∥∥ = max
φ

{〈
�N+1

i

∣∣ĉ†φ∣∣�N
0

〉
, ‖φ‖ = 1〉}, (9)

and similarly for the norm of ψ
QP
i− .

The definition (1) implies a one-to-one correspondence
between QP states and the excited many-body states |�N±1

i 〉.
Obviously, most of the latter are not even approximately of the
single-particle type. These are characterized by a vanishing (or
very small) norm of the corresponding QP orbital. In case of
noninteracting electrons the QP states have norms 1 or 0. The
former correspond to single excitations (Slater determinants)
of the form c

†
n|�N

0 〉 while the latter correspond to multiple
particle excitations, e.g., c

†
nc

†
mck|�N

0 〉. Strictly speaking the
term quasiparticle should be used only for those |ψQP

i 〉 whose
norm is close to 1. The number of such states and whether
any exists at all, depends on the system. For weakly correlated
systems, one can expect a one-to-one correspondence between
the QP states with norm ∼1 and the single-particle states of
some effective noninteracting Hamiltonian, at least for the
low-lying excitations.

C. Quasiparticle equation and self-energy

Below we show that QP states fulfill a generalized eigen-
value equation known as the QP equation, and we derive a
useful expression for the norm of a QP state in terms of the
self-energy.

The QP states and energies are linked to the single-particle
Green’s function via the Lehmann spectral representation40

G(z) =
∑

i

∣∣ψQP
i

〉〈
ψ

QP
i

∣∣
z − ε

QP
i

, (10)

where z is a complex number and it is understood that the sum
runs over both occupied and unoccupied QP states. It follows
that G(z) is analytic in the entire complex plane except for the
real points ε

QP
i , which are simple poles. We note in passing that

G(z) equals the Fourier transform of the retarded (advanced)
Green’s function in the upper (lower) complex half plane.

The Green’s function also satisfies the Dyson equation

G(z) = [z − H0 − �xc(z)]−1, (11)

where H0 is the noninteracting part of the Hamiltonian
including the Hartree field and �xc is the exchange-correlation
self-energy. The Dyson equation can be derived using many-
body perturbation theory or it can simply be taken as the
definition of the self-energy operator.

In the case where ε
QP
i belongs to the discrete spectrum, ψQP

i

and ε
QP
i are solutions to the QP equation[

H0 + �xc

(
ε

QP
i

)]∣∣ψQP
i

〉 = ε
QP
i

∣∣ψQP
i

〉
. (12)

This follows from the residue theorem by integrating the
equation [z − H0 − �xc(z)]G(z) = 1 along a complex contour
enclosing the simple pole ε

QP
i .

The operator [H0 + �xc(z)] is non-Hermitian and is diag-
onalized by a set of nonorthogonal eigenvectors,

[H0 + �xc(z)]|ψn(z)〉 = εn(z)|ψn(z)〉. (13)

Using these eigenvectors, the GF can be expressed in an
alternative spectral form

G(z) =
∑

n

|ψn(z)〉〈ψn(z)|
z − εn(z)

. (14)

where {ψn(z)} is the dual basis of {ψn(z)}, which by definition
satisfies 〈ψn(z)|ψm(z)〉 = δnm.81 We shall take the functions
ψn(z) to be normalized which also fixes the normalization of
the dual basis.

In general, the vectors ψn(z) do not have any physical
meaning but are pure mathematical objects. An exception
occurs for z = ε

QP
i where one of the vectors ψn(εQP

i ) coincide
with the QP orbital ψ

QP
i (except for normalization). We shall

denote that vector by ψi(ε
QP
i ), i.e.,∣∣ψi

(
ε

QP
i

)〉 = ∣∣ψQP
i

〉/∥∥ψ
QP
i

∥∥. (15)

By equating the matrix element 〈ψi(z)|G(z)|ψi(z)〉 evalu-
ated using the two alternative spectral representations Eq. (10)
and Eq. (14), and integrating along a contour enclosing the
pole ε

QP
i , we obtain

〈
ψi

(
ε

QP
i

)∣∣ψQP
i

〉〈
ψ

QP
i

∣∣ψi

(
ε

QP
i

)〉 = 1

1 − ε′
i

(
ε

QP
i

) , (16)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to z. This
result follows by application of the residue theorem. Using
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Eq. (15) it follows that the norm of the QP states is given by∥∥ψ
QP
i

∥∥2 = 〈
ψi

(
ε

QP
i

)∣∣1 − �′
xc

(
ε

QP
i

)∣∣ψi

(
ε

QP
i

)〉−1
(17)

≡ Zi, (18)

where we have used the Hellman-Feynman theorem to differ-
entiate εi(z) = 〈ψi(z)|H0 + �xc(z)|ψi(z)〉.

D. Linearized QP equation

Given a self-energy operator, one must solve the QP equa-
tion to obtain the QP states and energies. This is complicated
by the fact that the self-energy must be evaluated at the QP
energies, which are not known a priori. Instead, one can start
from an effective noninteracting Hamiltonian (in practice often
the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian),

[H0 + Vxc]
∣∣ψs

i

〉 = εs
i

∣∣ψs
i

〉
, (19)

and treat �xc(εQP
i ) − Vxc using first-order perturbation theory.

Thus we write ε
QP
i = εs

i + ε
(1)
i with

ε
(1)
i = 〈

ψs
i

∣∣�xc

(
ε

QP
i

) − Vxc

∣∣ψs
i

〉
(20)

= 〈
ψs

i

∣∣�xc

(
εs
i

) + (
ε

QP
i − εs

i

)
�′

xc

(
εs
i

) − Vxc

∣∣ψs
i

〉
. (21)

Rearranging this equation yields

ε
QP
i = εs

i + Zs
i · 〈

ψs
i

∣∣�xc

(
εs
i ) − Vxc

∣∣ψs
i

〉
, (22)

where

Zs
i = 〈

ψs
i

∣∣1 − �′
xc

(
εs
i

)∣∣ψs
i

〉−1
(23)

approximates the true QP norm.
If Zs

i 	 1 we can conclude that ψs
i is not a (proper) QP

state. There can be two reasons for this: (i) the electrons are
strongly correlated and as a consequence the QP picture does
not apply, or (ii) ψs

i is not a good approximation to the true
QP wave function ψ

QP
i . While (i) is rooted in the physics of

the underlying electron system, reason (ii) merely says that
the Kohn-Sham orbital does not describe the true many-body
excitations well. For an example where the QP picture is
completely valid, i.e., all the QP states have norms very close to
1 or 0, but where simple noninteracting orbitals do not provide
a good approximation to them, we refer to Ref. 33.

III. G0W0 APPROXIMATION

The self-energy of the GW approximation is given as a
product of the (time-ordered) Green’s function and screened
Coulomb potential and can be split into an exchange and a
correlation part, �GW = Vx + �c, where Vx is the nonlocal
Hartree-Fock exchange potential. The correlation contribution
(which we from now on refer to as the self-energy � = �c)
is then evaluated by introducing the difference between the
screened and the bare Coulomb potential W = W − V ,

�(rt,r′t ′) = iG(rt,r′t ′)W (rt,r′t ′), (24)

which becomes a convolution in frequency domain

�(r,r′; ω) = i

2π

∫
dω′ G(r,r′; ω + ω′)W (r,r′; ω′). (25)

In this way, the exchange and the correlation contributions
can be treated separately at different levels of accuracy.

Additionally, the screened Coulomb potential approaches the
bare one for large frequencies, so that W vanishes in this limit
making the frequency integration numerically stable.

In the present G0W0 approach, the self-energy is con-
structed from Kohn-Sham wave functions |nk〉 and eigenvalues
εs
nk, where n and k denote band and k-point index, respectively.

Throughout this paper, spin indices are suppressed in order to
simplify the notation.

Using the spectral representation for the Green’s function
in this basis and Fourier transforming to reciprocal space, the
diagonal terms of the self-energy read41

�nk ≡ 〈nk|�(ω)|nk〉

= 1

�

∑
GG′

1.BZ∑
q

all∑
m

i

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′ WGG′(q,ω′)

× ρnk
mk−q(G)ρnk∗

mk−q(G′)

ω + ω′ − εs
m k−q + iη sgn

(
εs
m k−q − μ

) , (26)

where m runs over all bands, q covers the differences between
all k points in the first Brillouin zone. The infinitesimal η → 0+
ensures the correct time ordering of the Green’s function, � =
�cell Nk is the total crystal volume, and μ is the chemical
potential. The pair density matrix elements are defined as:

ρnk
mk−q(G) ≡ 〈nk|ei(q+G)r|m k − q〉. (27)

The potential WGG′(q,ω) is obtained from the symmetrized,
time-ordered dielectric function in the random phase approxi-
mation (RPA)

WGG′(q,ω) = 4π

|q + G|
(
ε−1

GG′(q,ω) − δGG′
) 1

|q + G′| . (28)

The calculation of the dielectric function in the GPAW code is
described in Ref. 42.

The quasi-particle spectrum is then calculated with Eq. (22)
using first-order perturbation theory in (�GW − Vxc), where
Vxc is the Kohn-Sham exchange-correlation potential

ε
QP
nk = εs

nk + Zs
nk Re〈nk|�(

εs
nk

) + Vx − Vxc|nk〉, (29)

with a renormalization factor given by

Zs
nk = (

1 − Re〈nk|�′(εs
nk

)|nk〉)−1
, (30)

where the derivative of the self-energy with respect to the
frequency is calculated analytically from Eq. (26). The
calculation of the exact exchange potential within GPAW is
described in Ref. 34 using the plane-wave expressions of
Ref. 43.

As discussed in the previous section, this first-order
approach, i.e., using only the diagonal terms of the self-energy,
is based on the assumption that the true QP wave functions
and energies are similar to the Kohn-Sham wave functions
and energies. To proceed beyond this approximation one must
evaluate also the off-diagonal terms of the self-energy and
invoke (partial) self-consistency. This is, however, beyond the
scope of the present work. Similarly, the effect of electron-
electron interactions on the QP lifetimes, which in principle
can be deduced from the imaginary part of the GW self-energy,
will not be considered in this study.
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A. Frequency grid

For a fully frequency-dependent GW calculation, the
dielectric matrix and thus the screened potential is evaluated
on a user-defined grid of real frequencies and the integration
in Eq. (26) is performed numerically. The frequency grid
is chosen to be linear up to ωlin with a spacing of �ω,
which typically is set to 0.05 eV. Above ωlin the grid spacing
grows linearly up to a maximum frequency, ωmax. In practice
we set ωmax to equal the maximum transition energy and
ωlin ≈ (1/4) · ωmax which results in a few thousand frequency
points. Compared to a fully linear grid, the use of a nonuniform
grid gives a computational speedup of around a factor 2–3
without any loss of accuracy. The broadening parameter η is
set to 4�ω to ensure a proper resolution of all spectral features.

B. Plasmon-pole approximation

In the plasmon-pole approximation (PPA), the frequency
dependence of the dielectric function ε−1

GG′(q,ω) is modeled as
a single-pole approximation

ε−1
GG′(q,ω) = RGG′(q)

(
1

ω − ω̃GG′(q) + iη

− 1

ω + ω̃GG′(q) − iη

)
. (31)

The plasmon frequency ω̃GG′(q) and the (real) spectral
function RGG′(q) are determined by fitting this function to
the dielectric matrix given at the frequency points ω1 = 0 and
ω2 = iE0:

ω̃GG′(q) = E0

√
ε−1

GG′(q,ω2)

ε−1
GG′(q,ω1) − ε−1

GG′(q,ω2)
, (32)

RGG′(q) = − ω̃GG′(q)

2
ε−1

GG′(q,ω1). (33)

Using the relation

lim
η→0+

1

x ± iη
= P

{
1

x

}
∓ iπδ(x), (34)

where P denotes the Cauchy principal value, the spectral
function of the screened potential, Im{WGG′(q,ω)}, is simply
a δ function at the plasmon frequencies ±ω̃GG′(q). Similarly,
the relation (34) can be used in Eq. (26) allowing the GW
self-energy to be evaluated analytically.

The PPA is expected to be a good approximation, when
the overall structure of the dielectric function is dominated
by a single (complex) pole. The true dielectric function will
show variations on a finer scale. However, these are averaged
out by the frequency integration in Eq. (26). In practice, we
set the free parameter, E0, to 1 Hartree in all our calculations
and we find results to be insensitive to variations of around
0.5 Hartree.

C. Static COHSEX

By setting ω − εm k−q = 0 in Eq. (26), the self-energy
becomes frequency independent and can be split into two parts,
named Coulomb hole and screened exchange.44 The first term
arises from the poles of the screened potential and describes

the local interaction of an electron with its induced charge

�COH = 1
2δ(r − r′)[W (r,r′; ω = 0) − V (r,r′)]. (35)

The plane-wave expression for a matrix element on a Bloch
state |nk〉 becomes

�COH
nk = 1

2�

∑
GG′

∑
q

all∑
m

WGG′(q,0)ρnk
mk−q(G)ρnk∗

mk−q(G′).

(36)

The second term originates from the poles of the Green’s
function and is identical to the exchange term in Hartree-
Fock theory with the Coulomb kernel replaced by the screened
interaction

�SEX = −
occ∑
j

φ∗
j (r)φj (r′)W (r,r′; ω = 0), (37)

which yields the matrix element

�SEX
nk = − 1

�

∑
GG′

∑
q

occ∑
m

WGG′(q,0)ρnk
mk−q(G)ρnk∗

mk−q(G′).

(38)

The quasiparticle energies are then given as

ε
QP
nk = εs

nk + 〈nk|�SEX + �COH − Vxc|nk〉. (39)

D. Coulomb divergence

For q → 0, the head, W 00(q), and wings, WG0(q),W 0G′ (q),
of the screened potential diverge as 1/q2 and 1/q, respectively.
These divergences are, however, integrable. In the limit of a
very fine k-point sampling we have

∑
q → �

(2π)3

∫
dq 4πq2,

and thus we can replace the q = 0 term in the q sum of Eq. (26)
by an integral over a sphere in reciprocal space with volume
�BZ/Nk. The head and wings of the screened potential then
take the form

W 00(q = 0,ω) = 2�

π

(
6π2

�

)1/3 [
ε−1

00 (q → 0,ω) − 1
]
, (40)

WG0(q = 0,ω) = 1

|G|
�

π

(
6π2

�

)2/3

ε−1
G0(q → 0,ω), (41)

with the dielectric function evaluated in the optical limit.42

E. Coulomb truncation

In order to avoid artificial image effects in supercell
calculations of systems, which are nonperiodic in one direction
(2D systems), we follow Ref. 45 and cut off the Coulomb
interaction by a step function in the nonperiodic direction
(z axis)

ṽ2D(r) = θ (R − |rz|)
|r| , (42)

where R is the truncation length. In reciprocal space, this
becomes

ṽ2D(G) = 4π

G2

[
1 + e−G‖R

(
Gz

G‖
sin(GzR) − cos(|Gz|R)

)]
,

(43)
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where G‖ and Gz are the parallel and perpendicular compo-
nents of G, respectively. By setting R to half the length of the
unit cell in z direction, this simplifies to46

ṽ2D(G) = 4π

G2
(1 − e−G‖R cos(|Gz|R)). (44)

Since Eq. (43) and thereby Eq. (44) are not well defined
for G‖ → 0, we have to evaluate these terms by numerical
integration

ṽ2D(G‖ = 0) = 1

�′

∫
�′

dq′ ṽ2D(Gz + q′), (45)

where �′ is a small BZ volume around G‖ = 0. This integral
is well defined and converges easily for a fine grid q′ not
containing the � point.

We mention that other methods have been applied to correct
for the spurious long-range interaction in GW calculations for
surfaces.47,48

F. Computational details

The calculation of one matrix element of the self-energy
of Eq. (26) scales as Nω × Nb × N2

k × N2
G with number

of frequency points, bands, k points, and plane waves,
respectively. The code is parallelized over q vectors. For
calculations including the � point only, i.e., isolated systems,
full parallelization over bands is used instead. Therefore, the
computational time scales linearly with the number of cores.
The screened potential WGG′(q,ω) is evaluated separately for
every q as an array in G, G′ and ω. For large numbers of
plane waves and frequency points, this array can be distributed
onto different cores, thus reducing the memory requirement on
every core.

In practice, the use of the plasmon-pole approximation
gives a computational speedup of a factor of 5–20 on average
compared to a full frequency calculation. For both methods
(PPA and full frequency integration), the computational time
spent on the evaluation of the dielectric matrix and on the
calculation of the quasiparticle spectrum from the screened
potential is comparable.

IV. SOLIDS

As a first application, we calculate the band structures of
ten simple semiconductors and insulators ranging from Si to
LiF thus covering a broad range of band gap sizes of both
direct and indirect nature. We compare the different approxi-
mation schemes within nonselfconsistent GW, namely (i) full
frequency dependence, (ii) plasmon-pole approximation, and
(iii) static COHSEX. In all these cases the self-energy is
calculated with orbitals and single-particle energies obtained
from an LDA calculation, i.e., G0W0@LDA. In addition we
perform nonselfconsistent Hartree-Fock (HF), as well as PBE0
hybrid calculations in both cases using LDA orbitals. Finally,
we compare to self-consistent GLLBSC38,49 calculations. The
GLLBSC is based on the PBEsol correlation potential and uses
an efficient approximation to the exact exchange optimized
effective potential which allows for explicit evaluation of the
derivative discontinuity, �xc. We have recently applied the
GLLBSC in computational screening studies of materials for
photocatalytic water splitting.50,51 Here we present a system-
atic assessment of its performance by comparing to experi-

TABLE I. Geometric structures.

Structure Lattice constant in Å

Si Diamond 5.431
InP Zincblende 5.869
GaAs Zincblende 5.650
AlP Zincblende 5.451
ZnO Zincblende 4.580
ZnS Zincblende 5.420
C Diamond 3.567
BN Zincblende 3.615
MgO Rocksalt 4.212
LiF Rocksalt 4.024

ments and GW results for various types of systems. The bulk
structures and the used lattice constants are listed in Table I.

All calculations were performed with the GPAW code, which
is based on the projector augmented wave method and supports
both real space and plane-wave representations. In the present
work only the plane-wave basis set has been used. The same set
of parameters is used for the calculation of the dielectric matrix
and the self-energy. For all GW calculations, convergence with
respect to the plane wave cutoff, number of unoccupied bands
and k points has been tested carefully, together with the size
of the frequency grid for the full frequency calculations. As
an example, Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the G0W0 band
gap of zinc oxide on the plane-wave cutoff and the number of
k points. For cutoff energies above 100 eV (corresponding to
around 200 plane waves and bands), the value of the band gap is
converged to within 0.02 eV, whereas increasing the number
of k points results in a constant shift. For all the solids we
have investigated, the band gap is well converged with Ecut =
200–300 eV and a few hundred empty bands. For materials
with direct band gaps (9 × 9 × 9) k points were found to be
sufficient, whereas for AlP, BN, C, Si, and ZnS, which have
indirect gaps, (15 × 15 × 15) k points were used in order to
clearly resolve the conduction band minimum.

The results for the band gaps are summarized in Fig. 2 and
Table II along with experimental data. The last row shows
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Convergence of the band gap of zinc
oxide for G0W0@LDA with the plasmon-pole approximation. The
number of bands is chosen equally to the number of plane waves
corresponding to the respective cutoff energy; for example 300 eV
corresponds to ∼1100 plane waves and bands.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison of calculated and experi-
mental band gaps for the solids listed in Table I. The numerical
values are listed in Table II. A logarithmic scale is used for better
visualization. G0W0@LDA refers to the fully frequency-dependent
nonselfconsistent GW based on LDA. The PBE0 results are obtained
nonselfconsistently using LDA orbitals.

the mean absolute errors (MAE) of each method relative to
experiment.

As expected LDA predicts much too small band gaps with
relative errors as large as 400 % in the case of GaAs. In contrast
HF greatly overestimates the band gap for all systems yielding
even larger relative errors than LDA and with absolute errors
exceeding 7 eV. The failure of HF is particularly severe for
systems with narrow band gaps like Si and InP where the
relative error is up to 500% whereas the error for the large gap
insulator LiF is 50%. This difference can be understood from
the relative importance of screening (completely neglected
in HF) in the two types of systems. The PBE0 results lie
in between LDA and HF with band gaps lying somewhat

closer to the experimental values, however, still significantly
overestimating the size of the gap for systems with small to
intermediate band gap.

The inclusion of static screening within the COHSEX
approximation significantly improves the bare HF results.
However, with a MAE of 1.59 eV, the results are still
unsatisfactory and there seems to be no systematic trend in
the deviations from experiments, except for a slightly better
performance for materials with larger band gaps. We mention
that a detailed discussion of the drawbacks of COHSEX and
how to correct its main deficiencies can be found in Ref. 52. In
Ref. 53, the static COHSEX approximation was explored as a
starting point for G0W0 calculations and compared to quasipar-
ticle self-consistent GW calculations. However, no systematic
improvement over the LDA starting point was found.

Introducing dynamical screening in the self-energy brings
the band gaps much closer to the experimental values.
The G0W0 calculations with the PPA and full frequency
dependence yield almost identical results, with only small
deviations of about 0.2 eV for the large band gap systems
LiF and MgO, where the fully frequency-dependent method
performs slightly better.

Our results agree well with previous works for G0W0

calculations using LDA54 and PBE29 as starting points with
mean absolute errors of 0.31 and 0.21 eV in comparison, re-
spectively. Compared to Ref. 29, the only significant deviations
can be seen for GaAs and the wide gap systems, where our
calculated band gaps are somewhat larger. We expect that this
is due to the difference between LDA and PBE as starting
point. The values reported in Ref. 54 are all smaller than ours.
A more detailed comparison is, however, complicated because
of the differences in the implementations: Ref. 54 uses a mixed
basis set in an all-electron linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO)
framework. We note that for LiF, the calculated band gap is

TABLE II. Band gaps in eV. The type of gap is indicated in the last column. The last row gives the mean absolute error compared
to experiment. Experimental data is taken from Ref. 59. Note that the experimental data for ZnO refers to the wurtzite structure. We find
the calculated band gap to be around 0.1 eV smaller in the zincblende than in the wurtzite structure for both LDA, G0W0 and GLLBSC.
Experimental gap for InP taken from Ref. 63.

G0W0@LDA

LDA HF@LDA PBE0@LDA COHSEX PPA dyn GLLBSC Experiment

Si 0.48 5.26 3.68 0.56 1.09 1.13 1.06 1.17 Indirect
InP 0.48 5.51 1.92 1.99a 1.38 1.36 1.53 1.42 Direct
GaAs 0.38 5.46 1.88b 3.77c 1.76 1.75 1.07 1.52 Direct
AlP 1.47 7.15 4.66 1.88 2.38 2.42 2.78 2.45 Indirect
ZnO 0.60 10.42d 3.07e 0.10 2.20 2.24 2.32 3.44 Direct
ZnS 1.83 9.43 3.94f 1.52 3.28 3.32 3.65 3.91 Direct
C 4.12 11.83 7.42 6.51 5.59 5.66 5.50 5.48 Indirect
BN 4.41 13.27 10.88 7.08 6.30 6.34 6.78 6.25 Indirect
MgO 4.59 14.84 7.12 10.30 7.44 7.61 8.30 7.83 Direct
LiF 8.83 21.86 12.25 16.02 13.64 13.84 14.93 14.20 Direct
MAE 2.05 5.74 1.52 1.59 0.35 0.31 0.41

aCOHSEX predicts an indirect band gap of 1.73 eV.
bPBE0 predicts an indirect band gap of 1.79 eV.
cCOHSEX predicts an indirect band gap of 1.07 eV.
dHF predicts an indirect band gap of 9.73 eV.
ePBE0 predicts an indirect band gap of 2.83 eV.
fPBE0 predicts an indirect band gap of 3.80 eV.
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strongly dependent on the lattice constant. With only a slightly
smaller lattice constant of 3.972 Å, which is the experimental
value corrected for zero-point anharmonic expansion effects,55

the quasiparticle gap increases by 0.4 eV.
One well-known problematic case for the GW

approximation is ZnO (both in the zincblende and the
wurtzite structure). The calculated band gap in the present
study at the G0W0@LDA level is about 1 eV too low, which
is consistent with other previous G0W0 studies.56–59 Recent
G0W0 calculations employing pseudopotentials and the PPA60

as well as all-electron G0W0
61 have attributed this discrepancy

to a very slow convergence of the band gap with respect
to the number of bands. This is, however, not in agreement
with our PAW-based calculations, which are well converged
with a cutoff energy of 100 eV and around 200 bands. We
note that semicore d states of zinc are explicitly included
in our calculations. The large differences of the results and
the convergence behavior compared to Ref. 60 are most
likely due to the use of different models for the plasmon-pole
approximation. As discussed in Ref. 62, the use of a model
dielectric function, which fulfills Johnson’s f -sum rule (as
the PPA of Hybertsen and Louie)44 leads to a very slow
convergence of the band gap of ZnO with respect to the number
of plane waves and unoccupied bands and gives a result,
which is 1 eV higher than obtained with the fully frequency-
dependent method. With the PPA of Godby and Needs on
the other hand, results converge considerably faster and agree
remarkably well with the frequency-dependent method.

Our results are consistent with Ref. 29 who attributed the
underestimation of the gap to the starting point (PBE in their
case) and also showed that the eigenvalue-sc GW method
yields a band gap of 3.20 eV in very good agreement with
experiment.

The band gaps denoted GLLBSC in Table II have been
obtained as the self-consistently determined Kohn-Sham band
gap of a GLLBSC calculation with the estimated derivative
discontinuity �xc added. Compared to G0W0, this approach
yields a slightly lower accuracy compared to experiment. On
the other hand, the much lower computational cost of the
GLLBSC (which is comparable to LDA) makes this method
very attractive for band structure calculations of large systems.

We conclude that even single-shot GW calculations with
the plasmon pole approximation reproduce the experimental
results to 0.2 eV for most of the semiconductors. The largest
deviations are observed for ZnO and LiF where the computed
band gaps are around 1 and 0.5 eV too small, respectively.
Both of these systems have strong ionic character and LDA is
presumably not a good starting point—in particular the LDA
wave functions might be too delocalized. In such cases, a
different starting point based on, e.g., a hybrid or LDA + U
might yield better results although a systematic improvement
seems difficult to achieve in this way.29

In Fig. 3, we compare the band structure of diamond
obtained with the LDA and G0W0@LDA approximation.
The valence band maximum occurs at the � point and the
conduction band minimum is situated along the �–X direction,
resulting in an indirect band gap of 4.1 and 5.7 eV, respectively.
We can see that the main effect of the G0W0 approximation
lies in an almost constant shift of the LDA bands: Occupied
bands are moved to lower energies, whereas the unoccupied
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Band structure of diamond calculated with
LDA (black) and G0W0 (red). The bands have been interpolated by
splines from a (15 × 15 × 15) k-point sampling. The band gap is
indirect between the � point and close to the X point with a value of
4.12 eV and 5.66 eV for LDA and G0W0, respectively.

bands are shifted up. This is thus an example where the effect
of G0W0 is well described by a simple scissors operator.

Finally, we present the calculated band structure of gold
in Fig. 4 as one example for a metallic system. The lattice
parameter used for the fcc structure is 4.079 Å. The effect of
GW is a small broadening of the occupied d bands, with the
top being shifted slightly up and the bottom down in energy.
The change in the low-lying s band and the unoccupied s-p
band are significantly larger and inhomogeneous. Our band
structure agrees well with the calculations of Ref. 64 with
use of the plasmon-pole approximation and exclusion of 5s

and 5p semicore states. In Ref. 64 it was also shown that QP
self-consistent GW approximation shifts the d band down by
0.4 eV relative to PBE in good agreement with experiments.

V. 2D STRUCTURES

In this section we investigate the quasiparticle band struc-
ture of a two-dimensional structure composed of a single
layer of hexagonal-boron nitride (h-BN) adsorbed on N layers
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Band structure of fcc gold calculated
with LDA (black lines) and G0W0@LDA with PPA (red dots).
(45 × 45 × 45) and (15 × 15 × 15) k points have been used for LDA
and GW, respectively. The bands are aligned to the respective Fermi
level.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Schematic picture of the N-graphene/h-BN
interface.

of graphene (as sketched in Fig. 5 for N = 2). Such 2D
heterostructures have recently attracted much attention due
to their unique physical properties and potential application in
the next-generation electronic and photonic devices.65–68

Since graphene and h-BN are hexagonal structures with
almost the same lattice constant, h-BN serves as a perfect sub-
strate for graphene.69 Based on LDA total energy calculations
we find the most stable structure to be the configuration with
one carbon over the B atom and the other carbon centered
above a h-BN hexagon [equivalent to configuration (c) of
Ref. 70] with a layer separation of 3.18 Å. The lattice constant
is set to 2.5 Å for both lattices. The calculations are performed
in the same way as described in the previous section with a
k-point sampling of (45 × 45) in the in-plane direction. Also
for this system we have found that the PPA yields almost
identical results to the full frequency G0W0 and therefore all
calculations presented in this section have been performed
with the PPA.

The importance of truncating the Coulomb potential in
order to avoid spurious interaction between neighboring
supercells is shown in Fig. 6 for the direct gap at the K
point for a freestanding boron nitride monolayer. Without
truncation, the gap converges very slowly with the cell size
and is still 0.3 eV below the converged value for 30 Å of
vacuum. Applying the truncated Coulomb potential, the band
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Direct G0W0 band gap at the K point for a
freestanding h-BN sheet as function of the vacuum used to separate
layers in neighboring supercell with and without use of the Coulomb
truncation method as described in Sec. III E.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Band structure for a freestanding h-BN
sheet. The band gap is direct at the K point with LDA (4.57 eV) and
GLLBSC (7.94 eV) and changes to indirect between the K and the �

point for G0W0 (7.37 eV).

gap is clearly converged already for 10 Å vacuum. These
observations are consistent with recent G0W0 calculations for
a SiC sheet, where the same trends were found.71

First, we summarize the most important features of the
band structure calculations for the freestanding h-BN as
shown in Fig. 7. LDA predicts a direct band gap at the K
point of 4.57 eV and an indirect K–� transition of 4.82 eV.
With GLLBSC, the bands are shifted significantly in energy.
However, the shift is not constant for the different bands,
resulting in a larger increase of the gap at the � point than
at the K point. This yields 7.94 eV and 9.08 eV for the direct
and indirect transition, respectively. The opposite is the case
for G0W0@LDA calculations, which predict an indirect band
gap of 6.58 eV and a direct transition at the K point of 7.37 eV.
These values are 0.6 and 1.0 eV larger than the ones reported
in Ref. 72 which were obtained from pseudopotential-based
G0W0@LDA calculations. We note, however, that the amount
of vacuum used in Ref. 72 was only 13.5 Å, which is not
sufficient according to our results.

For the freestanding graphene (not shown), we find from
the slope of the Dirac cone at the K point the Fermi velocity
to be 0.87 × 106 m/s, 0.87 × 106 m/s, and 1.17 × 106 m/s
with LDA, GLLBSC, and G0W0, respectively. This is in good
agreement with previous G0W0 calculations, which obtained
1.15 × 106 m/s (Ref. 73) and 1.12 × 106 m/s (Ref. 74),
respectively, and accurate magnetotransport measurements,
which yielded 1.1 × 106 m/s (Ref. 75).

The band structure of graphene on a single h-BN sheet
is shown in Fig. 8. At a qualitative level the band structure
is similar to a superposition of the band structures of the
isolated systems. In particular, due to the limited coupling
between the layers, the bands closest to the Fermi energy can
clearly be attributed to the different layers: At the K point, the
linear dispersion of the graphene bands is maintained and the
second highest valence and second lowest conduction band
belong to the h-BN. However, there are important quantitative
changes. First, the slope of the Dirac cone is reduced, giving
a Fermi velocity of 1.01 × 106 m/s (0.78 × 106 m/s) with
G0W0 (LDA). Exactly at the K point both LDA and G0W0

predict a small gap of 50 meV. Moreover, at the K point, the
h-BN gap obtained with G0W0 is reduced from 7.37 eV for the
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FIG. 8. (Color online) LDA and G0W0@LDA band structure for
a graphene/boron nitride double layer structure. Only the two highest
valence bands and the two lowest conduction bands are shown.

isolated sheet to 6.35 eV. In contrast the LDA gap is almost
the same (4.67 eV) as for the isolated h-BN.

To further illustrate the importance of screening effects,
we calculate the dependence of the h-BN gap with respect to
the distance between the two layers. From Fig. 9, we can see
that for LDA the gap is almost constant at the value of the
freestanding boron nitride. For GLLBSC, the gap is around
1.2 eV larger but it does not change with the interlayer distance
either. In contrast, GW predicts an increase of the gap with
increasing distance and slowly approaches the value of the
isolated system. The distance dependence of the gap is well
fitted by 1/d as expected from a simple image charge model.
Only for small distances, the results deviate from the 1/d

dependence, most likely due to the formation of a chemical
bond between the layers. We mention that the band gap closing
due to substrate screening has been observed in previous GW
studies of metal/semiconductor interfaces6,7 as well as for
molecules on metal surfaces.8–11

In Fig. 10, the size of the h-BN gap is shown for a varying
number of graphene layers in a h-BN/N -graphene heterostruc-
ture. While LDA predicts a constant band gap of h-BN, G0W0

predicts a slight decrease of the gap with increasing number
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FIG. 9. (Color online) The band gap of h-BN at the K point as
function of the distance to the graphene sheet (see inset). Dashed
horizontal lines indicate the values for the freestanding h-BN,
corresponding to d → ∞.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) h-BN gap at the K point for different
number of adsorbed graphene layers. GLLBSC results are plotted
without and with the derivative discontinuity �xc.

of graphene layers due to enhanced screening. Additionally,
we show the results for GLLBSC with and without the
derivative discontinuity �xc added to the Kohn-Sham gap.
Due the construction of the GLLBSC, �xc vanishes when
one or more graphene layers are present because the system
becomes (almost) metallic. Thus the GLLBSC gap becomes
independent of the number of graphene layers, but is still close
to the G0W0 result.

VI. MOLECULES

In this section, we present G0W0 calculations for a set of
32 small molecules. Recently a number of high-level GW
studies on molecular systems have been published.25–28 These
studies have all been performed with localized basis sets and
have explored the consequences of many of the commonly
made approximations related to self-consistency, starting point
dependence in the G0W0 approach, and treatment of core
electrons. Here we use the more standard G0W0@LDA method
and apply a plane-wave basis set. This is done in order to
benchmark the accuracy of this scheme but also to show the
universality of the present implementation in terms of the types
of systems that can be treated.

Our calculations are performed in a supercell with 7 Å
distance between neighboring molecules in all directions. As
pointed out in the previous sections, careful convergence tests
are crucial in order to obtain accurate results with GW. For
a plane-wave basis we have found that this is particularly
important for molecules, as demonstrated in Fig. 11 for water.
Here, we plot the calculated ionization potential as a function
of the inverse plane-wave cutoff. Again, for each data point,
the number of bands is set equal to the number of plane waves
corresponding to the cutoff. Even for Ecut = 400 eV (1/Ecut =
0.0025 eV−1 and corresponding to more than 8000 bands), the
IP is not fully converged. However, for a cutoff larger than
100 eV, the IP grows linearly with 1/Ecut and this allows us
extrapolate to the infinite cutoff (and number of empty bands)
limit.76,77 In this case the converged ionization potential is
12.1 eV, which is about 0.5 eV smaller than the experimental
value. For all the molecules we have extrapolated the IP to
infinite plane wave cutoff based on G0W0 calculations at cutoff
energies 200–400 eV. Furthermore, as found for the solids
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Convergence of the Ionization Potential
for H2O with respect to the plane wave cutoff for G0W0@LDA.
The dashed line shows a linear fit of the points with Ecut > 100 eV
(1/Ecut < 0.01 eV−1). The IP is given as the negative HOMO energy.

and the 2D systems, the plasmon-pole approximation and the
fully frequency-dependent GW calculations yield very similar
results with typically 0.05 to 0.1 eV smaller IPs for the latter.

The results for all molecules are summarized and compared
in Fig. 12. The LDA, PBE0 and GLLBSC calculations
underestimate the IP with mean absolute errors (MAE) of
4.8 , 3.5 , and 2.0 eV, respectively. The opposite trend
is observed for (nonselfconsistent) Hartree-Fock, which
systematically overestimates the IP due to complete lack of
screening. The MAE found for HF is 1.1 eV. We note that
for an exact functional, according to the ionization-potential
theorem, the Kohn-Sham energy of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) from DFT should be equal to the
negative ionization potential.39

The G0W0 results are typically around 0.5 eV smaller than
the experimental IPs, although there are a few exceptions
where the calculated ionization potential is too large, and
with a MAE of 0.56 eV. Recently, very similar studies have
been reported for G0W0@LDA27 with Gaussian basis sets and
G0W0@PBE28 in an all-electron framework using numerical
atomic orbitals. Although there are differences of up to
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Comparison of theoretical and experi-
mental ionization potentials. The G0W0 results are obtained by apply-
ing the extrapolation scheme as explained in the text. Corresponding
values are listed in Table III.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Deviations for the ionization potentials
obtained with G0W0@LDA compared to (a) Ref. 27 and (b) Ref. 28.
The mean deviations are 0.02 and 0.30 eV, respectively.

0.5 eV (both positive and negative), we find reasonable overall
agreement with 0.32 eV MAE relative to Ref. 27. The mean
signed error (MSE) is only 0.02 eV. Compared to Ref. 28, our
results are systematically smaller with a MAE of 0.36 eV and
a MSE of 0.30 eV. This is within the range of the accuracy
of the different implementations, e.g., basis set, the PPA and
the frozen core approximation applied in our calculations and
the differences between LDA and PBE as starting points. A
graphical comparison with these studies is shown in Fig. 13.

For detailed discussions of the role of self-consistency and
other approximations we refer to Refs. 25,27,28, and 78.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a plane-wave implementation of the
single-shot G0W0 approximation within the GPAW projector
augmented wave method code. The method has been applied
to the calculation of quasiparticle band structures and energy
levels in bulk crystals, 2D materials, and molecules, respec-
tively. Particular attention has been paid to the convergence of
the calculations with respect to the plane-wave cutoff and the
number of unoccupied bands. While for all extended systems
the value of the band gap was found to be converged at around
200 eV, the ionization potentials of the molecules required
significantly higher cutoffs. In these cases, the data points were
fit linearly to 1/Ecut, allowing to extrapolate to infinite number
of bands. For all calculations, the plasmon-pole approximation
and the use of full frequency dependence of the dielectric
function and the screened potential give very similar results.
With these two observations, the computational demands can
be drastically reduced without losing accuracy.

For the bulk semiconductors, we found good agreement
with experimental results with a mean absolute error (MAE)
of 0.2 eV. However, in the special case of zinc oxide and
for the large gap insulators, the calculated band gaps were
underestimated by 0.5–1 eV. These errors are most likely due
to the lack of self-consistency and/or the quality of the LDA
starting point used in our calculations. Similar conclusions
apply to the 32 small molecules where the ionization potentials
obtained from G0W0@LDA were found to underestimate the
experimental values by around 0.5 eV on average. The im-
portant role of screening for the quasiparticle band structure
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TABLE III. Calculated and experimental ionization potentials. All energies are in eV. Last row shows the mean absolute error (MAE) with
respect to experiments. Experimental data taken from Ref. 79.

Molecule LDA HF@LDA PBE0@LDA GLLBSC G0W0@LDA Experiment

LiH 4.37 8.96 5.38 7.30 7.79 7.90
LiF 6.08 14.15 7.95 10.16 10.53 11.30
NaCl 4.74 10.00 5.95 6.94 8.72 9.80
CO 8.72 14.61 10.15 12.51 13.48 14.01
CO2 8.75 14.69 10.09 11.93 13.05 13.78
CS 6.76 11.88 8.00 9.81 10.69 11.33
C2H2 6.81 11.21 7.79 9.41 11.22 11.49
C2H4 6.48 10.54 7.37 8.62 10.74 1 0.68
CH4 9.19 15.22 10.68 13.58 14.45 13.60
CH3Cl 6.68 12.32 8.01 9.53 11.55 11.29
CH3OH 6.09 13.18 7.77 8.77 10.98 10.96
CH3SH 5.21 10.21 6.37 7.33 9.78 9.44
Cl2 6.53 11.67 7.77 9.12 10.93 11.49
ClF 7.38 13.46 8.85 10.54 12.14 12.77
F2 9.27 18.44 11.50 13.43 14.66 15.70
HOCl 6.20 12.39 7.68 8.72 10.78 11.12
HCl 7.56 12.86 8.87 10.96 12.28 12.74
H2O2 6.15 13.76 7.97 8.86 11.05 11.70
H2CO 5.98 12.64 7.58 8.44 10.64 10.88
HCN 8.64 13.35 9.72 11.89 13.27 13.61
HF 9.53 18.29 11.67 14.18 15.02 16.12
H2O 7.12 14.42 8.87 10.46 12.07 12.62
NH3 6.02 12.20 7.52 8.89 10.83 10.82
N2 9.85 16.59 11.54 13.77 14.72 15.58
N2H4 5.54 11.75 7.02 8.04 10.30 8.98
SH2 5.83 10.58 6.97 8.27 10.27 10.50
SO2 7.58 13.37 8.89 10.08 11.68 12.50
PH3 6.23 10.77 7.31 8.74 10.70 10.59
P2 6.17 9.38 6.93 8.80 9.70 10.62
SiH4 8.10 13.57 9.41 12.09 12.92 12.30
Si2H6 6.82 11.30 7.84 9.15 11.04 10.53
SiO 6.97 12.24 8.21 9.53 10.70 11.49
MAE 4.84 1.11 3.46 1.83 0.56

was illustrated by the case of a 2D graphene/boron-nitride
heterojunction. For this system, we found a truncation of
the Coulomb potential to be crucial in periodic supercell
calculations.

The G0W0 results were compared to band structures ob-
tained with Hartree-Fock, the PBE0 hybrid, and the GLLBSC
potential. While Hartree-Fock and PBE0 yield overall poor
results, the computationally efficient GLLBSC results were
found to be in surprisingly good agreement with G0W0

for the band gaps of semiconductors, while the ionization
potentials of molecules were found to be 1.5 eV lower on
average.
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